




Milk production in cows!

When the largest retailer in the U.S. discovered 
cows produce less milk as temperatures rise, 

they tapped NOAA’s meteorological database to 
lock in prices ahead of temperature changes and competitors. 



Accurate weather data and analytics
have led to a sea change in agriculture. 

Those who embraced IoT are using data analytics to determine 
what to grow and where

as well as when to water, fertilize, harvest, etc.
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Every minute 
of everyday 

we grow more
precise at
predicting

future events, 
outcomes and 

needs.

Foresight 
means 

preemption.



If we know what’s coming, why not



PREDAPT!



Low-cost sensors
collect real-time data everywhere.



Consumer Smart Labels for example . . . 



Thin film smart labels 
provide detailed instructions, updated warnings, expiration notification, 

maintenance history, chain of custody, unique offers, compliance info., etc., 
by simply tapping the object with a smart phone.  



Socially responsible, sustainable,Socially responsible, sustainable,
and transparent practices and transparent practices 

are facilitated are facilitated 
by smart label technology.



LG and Samsung smart refrigerators allow consumers 
to replenish groceries online directly from the refrigerator,

creating the intelligent “family kitchen hub” to control ALL smart devices in the home. 



Consumer Technology Association estimates
home automation products will double by 2022.



New smart “sensing” cities. 
Alphabet Sidewalk Labs collaborating with Canadian government 

to embed sensors from ground-up.



New “slope alarms”

Acoustic sensors “listen to the slopes.”                                                         
In use along Peace River, Alberta, Canada, 
and Passo della Morte in the Italian Alps.

Economical fibre-optic sensors monitor
tensile strength of slopes – bending when
there is strain or shift of land mass.

Low-cost sensors make it possible to 
circumvent dangers large and small



A revolution in preventive medicine. . . 



INTERNTE
OFINTERNET 
OF 

THINGS (IOT)





From centralized Cloud data center computing
to Fog and Edge distributed processing





Distributed, interconnected 
devices, processing and data
compound security concerns.



“State-sponsored cyber attacks are happening
hundreds of thousands of times a day.”

Secretary of Energy, Rick Perry



BLOCKCHAIN
(emerged out of the Bitcoin phenomena)



Blocks of encrypted transactions 
allow users to share an append-only digital ledger 

across a network of computers 
without need for central authority
(eliminating single point of failure). 

New information can be added, 
but previous data (in the form of “blocks”)

cannot be edited, altered or removed.

All data is held in an interlinked network
of computers making information 

transparent and secure.



Blockchain technology vital for:

Security: eliminates single point of failure, interference and tampering.

Quality Assurance: ability to quickly trace origin of problems.

Accounting: verification by network prevents human error
and creates a reliable audit trail.

Smart Contracts: contracts automatically validated, signed
and enforced through un-alterable Blockchain construct. 

Peer to peer transactions: fast, secure, cheap transfer of funds 
without need for middleman.



Zero-Knowledge Proof 
ZKP

the ability to prove a single attribute 
without revealing 

any other information.

Examples: 
Proof an individual is 18 years 
of age by date of birth without   
revealing identity. 

Or enough money in bank to    
complete a financial transaction, 
without revealing actual balance,
bank name, account number, etc.

.



Speaking of preemptive security . . . 



43 muscles in the human face 
reveal our inner thoughts and feelings.
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for detecting exaggeration, deflection, dishonesty, danger, etc.



Facial Recognition as an effective training tool.   Who’s learning?



Who’s tuned out?



Beneficial for customer service video chats.  
Facial Recognition combined with AI machine learning 

is transforming the customer experience.



In healthcare facial recognition software In healthcare facial recognition software is being used for is being used for accurate, timely dosing.



MIT developed a wearable 
device that can “hear” 
the words you think and 
vocalize them.

“Subvocalization technology”
can be used to measure
the internal dialogue of 
customers, prospective hires, 
and those who cannot communicate.



SOCIAL MEDIA/TEXTINGSOCIAL MEDIA/TEXTING
VOCABULARY VOCABULARY 
IS THE NEW

CANARY IN    CANARY IN    
THE COAL MINE



DANGER WORDS:
linked to suicide, heart disease,

violence, diabetes, low worker productivity, etc.

“hate,” “bored,” “depressed,” “mad,” 
“kill,” “dead,” profanity, “sick,” “tired,” “jealous,” 

“lonely,” “murder,” “idiot(s),” “sucks,” “bull,”
“pain,” ”pathetic,” “loser(s),” “crap,” “ignorant,”

“never,” “destroy,” “worst,” 
“awful,” “hurt” 



WELL-BEING WORDS: 
linked to happiness, high worker productivity, health

“fantastic,” ”travel,” “nature,” ”friend,”
”family,” “volunteer,”  “vacation,” “great,”

“love,” “nice,” “sweet,” “earn,”  “hero” “win,”
”happy,” “joyful,” “excited,” “all,” “ever,” “every,” 

”world,” ”beautiful,” “freedom,” 
“soooo,” “thank you,” “miss,” “ha,ha,” “shopping”  

“church,” “wonderful,”“blessed,” “amazing,”



Holographic ImageryHolographic Imagery
access to a live expert anywhere, anytime



From . . .

To . . . 





Life-size holographs, too!





Virtual and Augmented Reality have
quickly moved from a novelty to productive business applications.





3-D printing provides
on-location, on-demand custom parts, tools, etc. 

greatly reducing time for repair and maintenance.



Metal fabrication on-demand



3-D printing custom clothing, furnishings, etc. 



Nutrition On-Demand:
customized to individual tastes, nutritional need, etc. 



First 3-D Printer for drugs
approved by FDA:

Spritam levetiracetam:
to treat epilepsy seizures. 



Analytics factor individual metabolism 
to adjust porosity and surface-area-to-volume-ratio 

of pills to optimize absorption.



On-site, immediate and
customized bio-match







And when it comes to construction . . . 



Less than $4k to build a 600-800 sq. ft. structure 
within 12-24 hours

using a large format Vulcan 3-D printer.




